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For the sake of waiting I prepared for you: Yamato tells you how Ace went to Onigashima with the intention of freeing Wanokuni's kidnapped children, but when the most important members of the Pirates of the Wild arrived they were not there. Ace confronted Yamato believing that he was someone important to the band, but soon realized his appetite for
adventure and so struck a friendship. They both drank together all night, and that's how Yamato heard about Luffy. Marco also recalls the time Ace wanted to go after Kaidou, the Pirates of Shirohige, became aware too late of Oden's death and his captain did not want to let his men confront anyone so powerful. In the present, Tama and Momonosuke
hallucinate after discovering a relationship between Ace and Luffy, while Big Mom and Kaidou talk about their past together and the need to leave Nico Robin alive to take one piece. Read this chapter on Manga Plus. Page 2 News and News related to changes and news on the web and op-pirateking forum. H-Samba Translator Messages: 3513 Registered:
March 01, 2005 16:37 Location: Sogeki Island, Inside Your Hearts Age: 37 Sex: Contact: Message H-Samba » Dom December 20, 2020 17:14 sake wait I prepared for you: Yamato reads how Ace went to Onigashima with the intention of releasing abducted children from Wanokuni, but when came the most important members of the Pirates of the Wild
animals were not there. Ace confronted Yamato believing that he was someone important to the band, but soon realized his appetite for adventure and so struck a friendship. They both drank together all night, and that's how Yamato heard about Luffy. Marco also recalls the time Ace wanted to go after Kaidou, the Pirates of Shirohige, became aware too late
of Oden's death and his captain did not want to let his men confront anyone so powerful. In the present, Tama and Momonosuke hallucinate after discovering a relationship between Ace and Luffy, while Big Mom and Kaidou talk about their past together and the need to leave Nico Robin alive to take on One Piece.Read this chapter of Manga Plus. ⼈はいつ
死ぬと思う? ⼼臓をピストルで打ち抜かれた時。 違う! 不治の病に冒された時。 違う!! 猛毒キノコスープを飲んだ時。 違!!! に忘れれ!!! に忘れれさ!!!!: Redon Moderator Messages: 18890 Registered: Sat 10, 2005 11:18 Location: Cat Eye Cafe (Shinjuku) Age: 33 Contact: Message circled » Sun December 20, 2020 18:04 as the Spanish version of
MangaPlus has not uploaded this week's Color Spread, here I leave it. Aizen20 Sergeant Major Messages: 765 Registered: Sat 22, 2017 12:58 am Age: 30 Sex: Message by Aizen20 » Dic 21, 2020 1:57 1:57 con esto me queda más claro muchas cosas que no se vio en las no oficiales. Volver Noticias (Español) Ir Usuarios navegando por este Foro: Google
[Bot] y 8 invitados English translationEnglish Beam me up, beam me up, beam me up We're not going to rock Everyday Ready set to get ready ready to step it Very hot, although the sun drops, go beat and fans get it I feel like someone can get it Until we get to the room Feet , sail I see in the future face , zoom Anchor went up must go yes endless journey I'm
ready, come to me up to endNow raise anchor Walk with dark heart Anywhere, we can go whatever we can follow, hold your hand high Beneath the burning light, you and I in a bright spot Step 1,2,3 and 1,2,3 Are you my friend? Um OEO Um OEO Um OEO Um OEO Um OEOWhere on the horizon is our destination to get a ride right now you, you, you now
you're now to the dotate king. Get ready to bang the time when we get it, taking the time we get it, taking the time, we get this one back and after the heads, the sea and we're always on top. We can go, whatever we are, you can follow us Hold your hand high in the burning light, you and I in bright places Step 1, 2,3 and 1,2,3 Let's go Are you my friend? Um
OEO (line now, let's get out of here) Um OEO Blow it hard Blow it up, blow it upUm OEO (line now, let's get out of the Top, turn it upAllwhere It doesn't matter if you're alone Keep my hand I'm not going anywhere with you Which ever stops us, I get through everything we can all with HEY Don't leave me Don't miss it , you stay closer Stay close E-just don't
leave me don't leave it, you can't go We can't go We can go October 26, 2018February 7, 2019 ATEEZ (에⼤⼤즈) - KOREA By Max Schmidt haejeokwang Pirate King Treasure EP.1: All Zero 10.24.18 Each fan piece is familiar with the name Gol D Roger. Gol D. Roger was the first person to conquer the Grand Line and managed to reach the final island,
laugh tale, which landed him the title of Pirate King. Roger's achievements as a pirate are unmatched. After successfully conquering the Grand Line, Roger decided to give himself up. He was executed in public, and his last words led the world into a new era. There are still many things that people don't know about Gol D. Roger, and many fans have tried to
come up with different theories to fill the holes. 9 Roger &amp; Dragon is associated as Roger, Dragon is one of the mysterious characters in one piece. One theory says that Roger and Dragon are related because of their tree. The theory shows that the Dragon owns Devil's fruit like Gol D. Roger. Dragon appearance series is marked by unexpected changes
in the weather. It always looks like a storm's coming. Back when Roger fought Shiki during the Edd War, the Pirate King managed to change the weather drastically, which allowed him to escape Shiki's armada. 8 Roger was not Devil Fruit This theory shows that Gol D. Roger did not have any fruit. The theorist says there's no point putting Roger on a regular
block of wood when he's executed. It doesn't make sense for the Navy to be so random about Roger's execution. He was the King of pirates. The author supports this theory of Shanks' unwavering attitude towards not eating fruit. It may be possible that Shanks knows something about some other deficiency in eating fruit, which is why he hesitates to eat one.
7 The second son is blackbeard during the Marineford arc, it was confirmed that Portgas D. Ace was the son of Gol D. Roger and Portgas D. Rouge. According to this theory, Roger had a different son, and it's none other than Blackbeard. For pirates, many offspring are certainly not a big deal. The author supports his theory, Whitebeard tells Blackbeard that
Roger is waiting for another person. The theory is definitely riveting and a lot more people should take a look at it. 6 Jewelry Bonney is Roger's Daughter Most fans were very concerned when Portgas D. Ace was killed by Akainu at Marineford. Ace's death meant that the Pirate King's bloodline was over, but was it? This theory shows that Roger was the
second child namely Jewelry Bonney. Ace and Bonney were supposedly twins. Rouge had decided that if he had a girlfriend, he would name his Ann, and if he had a boyfriend, he'd name him, Ace. It is also worth noting that Jewelry Bonney is based on Ann Bonney, a real-life pirate. 5 Gol D. Roger was not gomu Gomu No Mi, many fans believe that Roger
possessed a tree. Specifically, they believe that the Pirate King possessed by Gomu Gomu not Mi, but the author of this theory does not agree. They say that if Roger wasn't Gomu Gomu not Mi then other people would have pointed it out if they had seen Luffy use it. When people see Luffy's straw hat, they immediately admit it and confirm that the straw hat
belonged to Roger. So, it's almost impossible that Roger possessed Gomu Gomu not Mi. 4 Roger is still alive after Gol D. Roger gave himself to the Marines, he was executed in Loguetown East Blue. There's a theorist who believes Roger's still alive. It doesn't sound far fetched, but it makes for an interesting read. The theory is, Roger's still alive, and he's
waiting for Laugh Tale. The theorist said that before he gave up roger himself, he told Rayleigh that he Die. There's a chance the Pirate King might still be alive. 3 Roger Was Kobu Kobu No Mi There have been many theories about Roger's potential tree powers although most of them are not well thought out, but this theory is really eye-catching. According to
the theory, Gol D. Roger owned Kobu Kobu no Mi. Satan's tree has the ability to wake up a hidden fighting spirit inside people. Right now, the devil's fruit is in Belo Betty, who is a member of the Revolutionary Army. The author says that Roger was able to unleash a new pirate era because of his tree ability. 2 Roger's Crewmates were almost as strong as he
was known for the fact that roger pirates were arguably the strongest pirate team in history, but what it was that made them strong. According to this theory, there was not much difference between the strength of Roger and his teammates, which made the team very powerful and allowed them to conquer the Grand Line. 1 Roger laughed when he heard Joy
Boy's Dream From Oden's flashback, the entire One Piece fanbase has speculated why Roger laughed when he reached laughter discounted. The theorists may have the answer to this question. According to the theory, After learning joy boy's dream, Roger was overwhelmed. Joy Boy's big dream left Roger completely speechless, and so he just laughed.
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